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Sabbatical Project
OBJECTIVE: To develop a unique visual language within Pilon School of 
Business that aligns with Sheridan’s Creative Campus. This includes the 
design and development of a unique visual digital toolkit that covers a 
variety of strategies incorporating visuals into teaching and learning in order 
to help Business students develop critical visual literacy skills.
Visual Meetings and Visual Tools
are increasingly becoming part of today’s Business landscape.







“Pull” of live suggestive drawing 
engages learners more than




• PURPOSE: To identify the extent and type of visual teaching strategies currently
used by faculty in Sheridan’s Pilon School of Business.
• VISUAL TEACHING AIDS: All types of aids that makes learning happen through
visuals are considered visual aids.
• VISUALS: This will refer to photos, drawings, illustrations, graphics, video, film,
artifacts, props – any 2D or 3D element that is used to explain or enhance text or
verbal communication.
My level of comfort using visual tools in teaching is: 
(1 =  no comfort; 10 = very comfortable)
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10
I use the following types of visuals in my teaching. 
Click on all that apply.
Visuals are becoming increasingly important in 
today’s business settings 
(for example, meetings that use visual tools for 






Teaching visual thinking (processing and 
communicating information using visuals) is 
valuable in preparing our students for their 







ARE IMPORTANT IN 
TEACHING BUSINESS
USE VISUALS REGULARLY 
IN TEACHING BUSINESS 
LESS THAN








TOO MUCH TIIME –-
IT’S HARD TO COME 




Draw a commonly used metaphor in Business
GROWTH
HOW WAS THAT 
EXPERIENCE 
FOR YOU?
PLEASE POST IN CHAT,
Many ways to draw metaphors for Business. 
Allows for unique individual interpretation. 
GROWTH
TOOLKIT
 Strategies for incorporating
Drawing (Info Doodle) in 
teaching and learning in 
our Business School.







q Convey information through key 
characteristics of a metaphor.
q Spark instant understanding and insight.
q Simplify complex abstract ideas.
q Universal language.
Christina Merkley
The Power of Hand-drawn
FACULTY
WORKSHOP









• Individual or Group 
• For use in brainstorming 
activities
Discover | Unpeel the Layers
Dig deeper and uncover more facts about 
your challenge to bring more clarity.
Draw 4 circles. Place your challenge in the center circle.
In the second circle, write or draw 27 different facts or 
aspects of your challenge.
Deliver | Momentum
Plan for the greatest impact by adding 
momentum. 
Draw a rocket using a triangle, square and starburst.
Place the most important thing you need for your plan to 









Encourage learners to take 
creative notes while 





Encourage learners to take 
creative notes while 
participating in the remote 
learning environment.




* Online Whiteboards 
REMOTE 
LEARNING
* Online Whiteboards 







* Online Whiteboards 








* Complete and upload the Toolkit to
Sheridan’s SOURCE, our online
scholarly database.
* Follow-up study to determine
effectiveness of the Visual Toolkit 
in our Business School.
* Engage Sheridan Business faculty 
and students to participate in the 
Big Draw Festival (online or on campus)
* Develop a course on Visual Literacy 
for Business.
CONCLUSION
Business students who are fluent in 
the language of visuals and can easily 
communicate with visuals:
q will have a unique competitive 
advantage in the business world of 
the future 
q will be more engaged and empowered
contributors, collaborators and 
co-creators, affecting positive change
in the world.
Toolkit to be posted on Sheridan Source Database this fall.
source.sheridancollege.ca
